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We are one of the UK’s leading providers of wealth management and employee 
benefits services.  We employ over 400 staff throughout our Leicester, London, 
Aberdeen, Glasgow and Newmarket offices and hold over £4 billion of assets 
under advice and administration.  By building long-term relationships, our aim is 
to provide trusted advice, high service standards and personalised delivery.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT & EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Welcome to the first edition of Mattioli Woods new 
quarterly newsletter for business owners, managers, 
human resource and finance professionals.  Our 
intention is to keep you up-to-date with employee 
reward and benefit news helping you to recruit, retain 
and motivate your employees.  Please email us with 
any feedback or suggestions to improve the newsletter 
and your comments on any of the stories in our launch 
edition. Marketing@mattioliwoods.com 

Auto-enrolment, auto-enrolment, auto-enrolment - 
one would think there is nothing else happening in the 
world of employee benefits!

One thing is for sure, auto-enrolment will have a 
hand in shaping employee benefits in the future, but 
whether an employer perceives this as a positive or a 
negative statement will very much depend on employer 
attitudes, employee perceptions, and potentially parent 
company influences.

Take an employer who currently contributes nothing 
to staff pensions, and elects to cut back in other areas 
to fund pension payments.  This may be perceived 
as a negative reaction to auto-enrolment, but did 
the employee value or understand the benefit now 
foregone and replaced by pension contributions, or 
does the employee see the pension as the positive? 
Conversely, an employer may believe their employees 
need additional benefits on top of an existing menu of 
options.  But is this really a positive if an employee does 
not value or understand the existing choices?

Whilst discrimination legislation has meant that an 
employer has needed to ‘objectively justify’ certain 
benefit package structures, larger employers have, 
for many years, looked to segment their workforces, 
avoiding the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to benefits.

As benefits in general become more flexible, this 
approach can work also for smaller employers. What 
motivates one employee may not motivate another.  So, 
if an employer has a core level of benefits, a flexible 
benefit approach might provide flexibility, employee 
satisfaction, and some economies of costs.

What do we actually mean by flexible benefits (flex)? 
Flex is often in the eye of the beholder, and many 
employers often offer a hybrid flex arrangement, taking 
on board the principles of flexibility, without offering a 
full flexible package.

It could be that an employer offers the option to forfeit 
salary or bonus for additional pension contributions, 
childcare vouchers, or bike-to-work schemes, which as 
well as offering taxation reliefs also provides reductions 
in both employer and employee national insurance 
contributions.  Or an employer offers a medical scheme 
to employees, but gives the option to include family.  

These are flexible approaches to offering benefits to 
employees, but are not full flex.  The key is how you 
present different options to your employees.

There are innovative ways of doing this, and 
communication of those benefits is imperative in 
getting the message across.  As important is ensuring 
the benefits offered meet the needs of the majority 
of employees.  There is little point in introducing an 
extensive and often expensive menu of options, if 
employee support is low.  Research into employee 
appetite for a benefit is vital.

Part of the barrier to introduce flex for some employers 
has been the availability of affordable technology, 
coupled with the restriction of insurers willing to look at 
terms.  Both these areas have softened in the past few 
years.

Many flex platforms can now offer not only an auto-
enrolment management solution, but also the ability 
to run a flexible benefits scheme as well as providing 
‘total reward statements’ to employees.  Total reward 
statements are often the starting point on the journey 
to flex.  These provide a detailed breakdown to the 
employee of their remuneration package.  

These can be tailored to an employer’s requirements 
and can include almost anything with a value attaching 
to it, even items such as holidays.  Statements can 
be provided in hard copy or electronically and can act 
as both a retention tool and attraction tool for new 
employees.

In conjunction with a flexible approach to staff provision, 
employers may wish to provide additional services 
to employees going through illness, bereavement, or 
retirement.  Senior management may require more 
specialist pension consultancy, seeking additional 
flexibility within their retirement arrangements that 
may be served by a self-invested personal pension or 
small self-administered scheme. 

The same management, who may be time poor in terms 
of seeking advice may benefit from ‘executive financial 
counselling’.  This can encompass various areas, such 
as establishing the short, medium and long-term goals 
for the individual shortfall on anticipated income in 
retirement, and other areas such as investment risk 
and taxation.  

There is a cohort of benefits including staff provision, 
wealth management services, and executive pension 
planning that can collectively ensure an employer 
is able to deal with all the needs that a group of 
employees may have.  

When it comes to employee benefits, auto-enrolment is 
just the prelude… the main act is still to come! 
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We are all aware that following a robust due diligence 
programme is an absolutely critical part of any deal-making 
process in the mergers and acquisitions (M&A) arena.  Indeed, it 
would be a foolhardy group of investors who proceed with deals 
without analysing every single aspect of the management buy-in, 
buy-out, merger or acquisition that they are about to complete.  
But, just how robust is the due diligence programme that they 
are following?

The overriding perception of purchasers and vendors alike has 
always been, and still is, that when considering an employee 
benefit programme, the biggest and perhaps the only risk they 
could potentially expose themselves to is that associated with a 
defined benefit (DB) scheme.  However, experience has shown 
that such superficial analysis of an employee benefits programme 
invariably leads to greater risks and significant additional 
unforeseen liabilities. 

The potential for higher risks and greater costs is not just 
restricted to DB schemes; defined contribution schemes and 
ancillary benefits all have their potential pitfalls too.  Despite 
this, they are often given low priority and minimal scrutiny, or 
overlooked completely.  

CASE STUDY
Take the following example, where such a narrow-based review 
of the existing employee benefit structure resulted in significant 
additional costs for the acquirer.

We were introduced to a new client, who had recently acquired 
a competitor.  Whilst due diligence had been carried out on the 
acquirer’s existing DB pension scheme, the employee ancillary 
benefits had been ignored.

During the post-deal harmonisation of the employee benefits 
programme, two employees were identified whom whilst, prior to 
the acquisition, had been eligible for full life cover, at the point of 
completion had been absent from work with terminal illnesses.  
As a consequence, they were not eligible to be insured under the 
new company policy until they actively returned to work which, 
unfortunately, was never going to happen.  Due to the inevitability 
of their respective conditions they were uninsurable elsewhere, 
leading to the company having to self-insure the liability - 
£1.1million.

Regular audits
Employee benefit due diligence, however, should not be the sole 
preserve of the M&A arena.  It makes complete business sense 
for all companies to regularly conduct a full audit of their existing 
employee benefit programme.

Employee benefit due diligence seeks to identify the potential 
risks, liabilities and cost savings that exist within a company’s 
employee benefit programme, including pension provision, death 
benefit cover, health insurance, HR data processing and validation, 
IT systems and time management capabilities.

This audit is particularly effective prior to the sale of any business.  
Not only will the audit ensure there are no potential risks or 
liabilities which the buyer could use as a means of reducing price 
but perhaps more importantly will identify potential cost savings 
which could significantly increase exit value.

CASE STUDY
We were asked by a Private Equity House to carry out an employee 
benefit audit on one of their portfolio companies which was 
being sold.  We identified a cost saving on their employee benefit 
programme of circa £75k.  The business was sold 14 months later 
for a price/earnings multiple of 5.5x therefore increasing exit value 
by approximately £412k.

The Mattioli Woods perspective
The Mattioli Woods Group has gained extensive experience 
over the past 20 years of the employee benefit due diligence 
process.  During this time, we have, on reviewing employee benefit 
programmes on behalf of banks, venture capitalists, corporate 
finance teams, accountants and lawyers, uncovered significant 
potential risks and liabilities and identified substantial additional 
costs and real savings for their clients. 

The advantages of employee benefit due diligence are clear and 
yet it remains an area that receives little attention.  Our team 
has spent years forging strong links with institutional investors, 
corporate finance teams and legal advisers, preparing pension 
and ancillary benefits due diligence reports which have revealed 
hidden risks and significant potential liabilities, identified sizable 
cost savings, suggested cost-effective workable solutions and 
provided valuable cautionary advice to purchasers and vendors 
alike.  

Jim Tennent
Director

MERGERS 
AND 
ACQUISITIONS
HOW ROBUST IS YOUR DUE 
DILIGENCE?

With the implementation of auto-enrolment in October 2012, is 
the provision of a pension shifting from the government to the 
responsibility of the individual and the private sector?  From 
next April, savers will be able to use their pension money as they 
see fit, from the age of 55.  Whilst we are happy to spend time 
finding cheaper car insurance or the best deal on our utilities 
bills, do we have the confidence to search for the best solutions 
for our retirement?  

The proposed structure from 6 April 2015 is arguably one of the 
biggest changes to pensions in the UK in that every individual over 
age-55 will be able to draw on whatever funds they want from 
their pension scheme.  Ways to do this include; 

• Income for life i.e. lifetime annuity, scheme pension, or

• Funds into drawdown, known as Flexi-access drawdown, or

• Single or series of lump sums from uncrystallised funds 
(known as uncrystallised funds pension lump sum), or

• Combination of the above options

The significance of the changes can not be underestimated and 
generates a need for a re-education to ensure that the appropriate 
good member outcomes are achieved.

When secondary schools return from the summer holidays, pupils 
will be taught saving, budgeting and public spending as part of 

the national curriculum.  With money worries being a major cause 
of stress, leading to employee absence, it seems sensible for 
employers to offer financial education to their workforce.

So what next for an employer who is interested in putting a 
financial education programme in place? The important step is 
to identify what your employees want and need. It is little value to 
anyone to put in place workshops and seminars when the topics 
are of little value. Promoting employee benefits is a good step and 
should not be ignored, however there may be other more personal 
areas that employees would value ahead of these, the major 
changes in pension being an area impacting on the vast majority. 

Different generations will likely have different needs or wants. 
Younger employees may prefer assistance with student loans or 
early financial planning such as starting to save for retirement, 
whereas those closer to retirement may need to know more about 
their journey into retirement, how they can draw any income from 
pension plans, what state benefits are available and where to get 
them.

Financial education forms a large part of the service we deliver. 
We have worked with employers of all sizes and provided different 
approaches such as employee surgeries, executive financial 
counselling and lunch and learn presentations. In addition to 
delivering retirement workshops covering the technical aspects 
of pensions, we have also teamed up with experts to provide help 
with the psychological impact of retiring.

Paul Rai
Employee Benefits 

Consultant
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Studies by MetLife in America on employee benefits trends 
have found that almost all employees appreciate their employer 
offering customised benefits options that can be tailored to suit 
their own circumstances.

Each generation has its own concerns and priorities and 
being able to select and tailor their benefits to meet these has 
significant value.   Ensuring that every pound is appreciated rather 
than being spent on benefits which may have little or no value 
to an employee aids both the individual and the organisation.  
With increasing diversity in the workforce and the removal of the 
default retirement age of 65, we are finding that an employer may 
be taking on school and university leavers at age 18 and 21 as well 
as recruiting experienced individuals later in life. Many employers 
now have individuals who want to continue in their job into their 
late 60s, possibly choosing to work reduced hours or gradually 
phase in retirement.

Members of Generation Y (those born in the 1980s and 1990s), 
because of their age and the influence of the internet, demand 
quick results. They expect a great deal from their employers, but 
may not yet fully appreciate many of the benefits on offer. These 
younger individuals are likely to be preoccupied with covering 
monthly living expenses and fulfilling their financial obligations 
such as student loans. As a result, these employees may be 
more likely to appreciate and select benefits which can reduce 
their direct expenses and have a low tax impact. Benefits such as 

voluntary discount and voucher/card discount schemes may be 
most attractive. Dental and travel insurance may also be helpful.

Generation X’ers (those born after the ‘baby boomers’, roughly 
from the mid 1960s to early 1980s), are self-reliant, and more 
concerned with getting results fast by simplifying processes. They 
helped revolutionise the use of technology and expect it to be used 
in the communication and selection of their benefits. 

Those making up Generation X have more family-oriented 
concerns, like paying for their children’s education and becoming 
more financially stable. They may want to select a package which 
protects their family income and security on their death or in the 
event of ill health. It is possible that health cash plans may also 
be important as well as increasing savings, perhaps into ISAs and 
pensions.

Older baby boomers, on the other hand, are preparing for the 
end of their working careers. Their main concerns could include 
saving, investing wisely in their pension scheme, financial advice 
on the retirement options available (of particular relevance given 
the recent budget changes on the flexibility of how you can take 
your pension) and protection in the event of a serious medical 
crisis. For this reason, packages providing extra medical benefits 
or health checks could be more appealing to them. As the largest 
segment of the employment market today, boomers have been 
the target of much analysis and marketing; as a group, their 

interests and preferences are fairly well understood. A recent 
study suggests that boomers intend to “revolutionise retirement” 
by continuing to work well into their golden years.

Seniors, those over age 65 (or state pension age), are becoming 
an increasing part of the workforce, however some of the benefits 
(such as life cover and income protection) may become very 
expensive to provide. They value experience and reputation, and 
are, as a whole, used to having comprehensive health benefits. 
Understandably they may be concerned about health care, long-
term care and retirement benefits. 

It is important to review the benefits available to this group to 
ensure you are, of course, meeting your legal obligations and 
indeed offering a competitive and attractive package. Private 
Medical Insurance can be very valuable and in some cases offered 
at a fraction of the cost at which the individual could obtain cover 
outside of a group scheme.

Just because there is no longer a default retirement age this 
does not mean that your employees will choose to “work ‘til they 
drop.” Research shows that generally employees know when 
they are no longer able to carry on and decide to leave or ‘retire’ 
from employment. Many older workers are interested in phasing 
their retirement to help them remain active and productive whilst 
managing other pressures, such as caring or a health condition.

As these staff members evaluate the employee benefit plans 
available through their companies, employers may want to help 
them out by improving benefit communications and offering 
access to advice. If businesses clearly explain all of the options to 
their employees, then they will be more likely to select a package 
that offers the benefits that are most critical to them, their age 
and personal situation.

The fact today is that employers and their HR managers must 
navigate a complicated workplace that is, for the first time, 
composed of four generations of workers. We must develop a deep 
understanding of the needs and desires of both younger and older 
employees, and construct and design benefits packages (and most 
likely flexible benefits packages) that meet multiple goals at once.

Many employers have realised that the traditional one-size-fits-all 
benefit plans have lost their appeal with the increased diversity 
among employees, ranging from age to cultural differences. The 
main benefit of offering flexible benefit programmes is that you 
are able to meet the changing needs of your workforce. They 
can offer a wealth of benefits to your employees giving them the 
opportunity to choose packages that best satisfy the unique needs 
of a multi-generational workforce. A flexible benefits plan is not 
necessarily more expensive than the traditional one-size-fits-all 
benefits plan. The best practice is to set a maximum employer 
‘cost’ or flex fund, if employees want to opt in for more options, 
they can do so at their own expense.

James Bolton
Director Employee Benefits (South)

ONE SIZE 
DOES NOT 
FIT ALL
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We may have thought that by now we would know everything we 
need to know about auto-enrolment however the truth seems 
to be that we are all still learning and having to adapt to the 
changing environment, rules and market conditions.

Auto-enrolment is here to stay and is, in many ways, an 
undoubtable success.  The Pensions Regulators’ April update 
indicates that 10,817 employers have confirmed they have met 
their duties by the end of March 2014 and that of the 15,385,000 
total workers from these registered employers, an additional 
3,241,000 eligible jobholders have now been automatically 
enrolled into a pension scheme.

However, this is just the tip of the iceberg.  Further statistics 
provided by the Pensions Regulator indicate the scale of the 
challenge ahead.  There are around 30,000 medium-sized 
employers (those employing between 50 and 250) reaching 
their staging date between April 2014 and the end of the year.  A 
further 44,500 are required to comply in 2015, 450,000 in 2016 
and an astronomical 850,000 companies in 2017.  With such high 
numbers, many are predicting a genuine risk of advisers and 
providers running out of capacity.

Many companies with existing pension schemes, even those 
that may have already staged, may need to review and revisit 
their pension schemes now that we have clarity on the level 
of the charge cap (0.75%) to the member and the timing of its 
introduction.  The removal of Active Member Discounts (AMDs) 
and any commissions will now allow companies to review and plan 
the next steps around their auto-enrolment journey, wherever 
they are in the process.  These changes are clearly good news for 

many members who should benefit from lower charges.  However, 
it will be interesting to see how the providers of these schemes 
react, and whether employers will end up with additional costs as 
a direct result of this decision.  On the back of these changes and 
the recent Budget announcements, employers will need to seek 
further advice.

It is important that companies budget and plan for their auto-
enrolment journey.  A recent study by the Center for Economics 
and Business Research (Cebr) in 2013 stated that even for a small 
business with just 1-4 employees, the set up cost to comply with 
auto-enrolment was likely to be around £8,900 and around £15,600 
for employers with 250 people.  

These costs may seem high but when you take into account the 
work involved which includes selecting a provider and liaising 
with all parties involved, altering payroll and ensuring the 
administrative and communication processes are in place to 
ensure compliance, you can see how the costs can quickly add up.  
Many companies such as ours are offering fixed-price solutions 
with a range of different support and advice options available to 
meet our clients differing needs.

Gaps that merit attention by the ‘second year stagers’ have been 
identified by The National Employment Savings Trust (NEST) 
latest report entitled ‘’NEST Insight’’, which has key messages 
to employers who are due to embark on their auto-enrolment 
obligations during 2014.  There is concern by NEST that the next 
wave of employers are not allowing sufficient time or detail to 
manage the process efficiently and to highlight its concerns, NEST 
describes the ‘gaps’ as follows:

The experience gap
The research found that 20% of ‘first-year stagers’ took 16 months 
to get ready.  What is common to these employers is that they all 
had experience of running a pension scheme, with more resource 
and knowledge available than is likely to be available to those 
staging in 2014.  However 66% still found that getting ready was 
more difficult than expected.  By contrast, at least one-third of 
‘second-year stagers’ whose auto-enrolment obligations start 
in 2014, offer no pension scheme or only a ‘shell’ stakeholder 
scheme, indicating a potential lack of experience.

The knowledge gap
There is concern that some 2014 ‘stagers’ lack knowledge of 
pensions and have not ‘engaged’ with the reforms: they find 
it difficult to ‘map’ a process because they had insufficient 
knowledge.  Only about 52% of these employers have a good 
understanding of pensions compared with 96% of first-year 
stagers.

The reality gap
Although the report finds that only one in ten employers say that 
they are intending to comply with their obligations at the last 
minute, the reality is at odds with this.  Only 23% of employers 
staging between February and July 2014 have designated a 
provider and met their other obligations.

We are all still learning and no doubt need to remain flexible as 
things continue to change in the future; ultimately however, auto-
enrolment should be of benefit to many thousands of businesses 
and millions of employees and worth all the hard work!

Andy Maslen
Senior Employee Benefits Consultant

AUTO-
ENROLMENT

MYTH 1 - I can easily manage the processes myself
The auto-enrolment legislation can be very complex, especially if you have 
a weekly or variable-paid workforce.  Not all pension and payroll providers 
have assessment tools, and it is important to engage with pension and payroll 
providers as early as possible to determine the services and levels of support 
they can provide.  Alternative providers or support may need to be sought.

MYTH 2 - I can leave planning until the last minute
The Pensions Regulator recommends planning at least six months in advance 
of one’s staging date and we agree with this.  Pension and payroll providers 
have varying timescales, and with the volume of employers facing auto-
enrolment, the services and support they offer can often change.  A number 
of providers are declining to quote for smaller clients and this is putting strain 
on master-trust providers.  If you need help at short notice you may struggle 
to receive the advice and support required.  Our experience is that the greater 
the advance planning undertaken, the smoother the process.

MYTH 3 - I can use postponement to delay taking 
action regarding auto-enrolment
Postponement allows employers to delay the point at which eligible 
employees need to be automatically enrolled to a qualifying workplace 
pension scheme (QWPS).  Employers need to ensure they have a QWPS in 
place from their staging date as employees can elect to join from this date, 
and employers also need to communicate with employees within six weeks of 
their staging date.

MYTH 4 - It is obvious what I need to do and who to 
include
On closer inspection, many employers have discovered that employees 
who they did not believe would be assessable for auto-enrolment, in fact 
are. Examples include self-employed contractors and employees working 
overseas.  Employers need to ensure they take time to establish who needs 
to be included.  If you have so far excluded some individuals who should have 
been included, remedial action should be taken as a matter of urgency.

MYTH 5 - Our current scheme can be used for auto-
enrolment 
Due to the combination of lower average contributions under auto-enrolment 
and the future cap on pension charges, providers are changing their terms, 
imposing charges on employers, or refusing to allow existing schemes to 
be used for employers’ auto-enrolling populations.  Charges may apply to 
employers who have already passed their staging date.  It is important to 
engage with existing scheme providers as early as possible to determine the 
options available and consider alternatives, which may be more attractive or 
even necessary if the existing scheme cannot be used.

MYTH 6 - Automatic enrolment means all our 
workers will be forced to save into a workplace 
pension, without being given a choice 
Workers will only be automatically enrolled into a pension if they are 
classified as an ‘eligible job holder’.  To be an eligible job holder, individuals 
must be aged between 22 and the state pension age, ordinarily work in the 
UK, and earn above the minimum earning threshold.  Even if a worker is 
classified as an eligible job holder, they still have the right to opt out of their 
workplace pension, meaning they will not be forced to make contributions. 
However, those who opt out must be reassessed for eligibility every three 
years, and re-enrolled if they are classified as an eligible job holder again. 

MISTAKES YOU 
CAN MAKE  
WITH AUTO-
ENROLMENT
Auto-enrolment legislation is complex and lengthy and this brings 
uncertainty and the risk of making incorrect assumptions.  Here 
we consider some of the common assumptions that have arisen 
relating to auto-enrolment and detail the facts.
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From time to time, in all spheres of modern life, we encounter 
buzz words. From out of nowhere springs a word or phrase that 
is suddenly everywhere – “fiscal cliff”, “the squeezed middle”, 
“trending”, “twirking” or even “onesie”!

In the world of Private Medical Insurance (PMI) there are two 
phrases that are on everyone’s lips:

• GP Referral, and

• Open Referral 

GP Referral has been around for a little while and relates to an 
upgrade in standard benefits. 

Under generally accepted PMI benefits, the family GP is used 
as a gatekeeper to treatment. However his authority is limited 
to referring the patient to a Specialist Consultant and it is the 
Consultant who then arranges the ongoing care.

Under GP Referral schemes, a short-circuit approach is provided 
whereby the patient can access certain treatments without the 
necessity of having a Specialist Consultation.  Normally, GP 
Referred treatments are limited to physiotherapy, osteopathy, 
chiropractic therapy and acupuncture – but will vary depending on 
the provider.

To add to the confusion, the latest “hot potato” in PMI is also 
related to referrals but, this time, Open Referral – which is 
actually not really “open” at all.  Open Referral has recently been 
“trending” because the UK’s two largest PMI providers Bupa and 
AXA PPP are now actively promoting it.

Depending on your point of view, Open Referral is either a 
downgrading of benefits to control costs or a means of ensuring 
high quality care.  As mentioned above, under generally accepted 
PMI benefits, the family GP will refer the patient to a Specialist 
Consultant for ongoing diagnostics and treatment. This referral 
to a Consultant is generally a “free choice” with the selection 
of Consultant being agreed upon by the GP and patient. For 

many, the concept of choice is at the very heart of PMI and is a 
fundamental principle of medical insurance.

Open Referral goes directly against this principle. Under Open 
Referral the choice of a Specialist Consultant is actually restricted, 
usually to 2 or 3 doctors on a panel provided by the insurer, so 
the GP and patient have to deal with a pre-approved short-list.  
This restricted choice is driven largely by cost.  Medical inflation 
is running at 10% or over and, according to many in the industry, 
the problem lies in overcharging and overtreatment by doctors 
in private practice. Industry pundits warn that PMI could soon 
become unaffordable and that current premium rises are likely to 
be unsustainable.

The potential solution, some would argue, is in insurers taking 
greater control of who treats their patients and where, via 
Open Referral.  All the main UK PMI providers are now actively 
promoting Open Referral to corporate clients. In the case of AXA 
PPP, they are offering clients a potential premium saving of 1-2% 
in year one and 3-4% in future years within a “standard” scheme.  
Bupa are not guaranteeing a saving but are estimating it may 
amount to over 10% within two or three years.

Controlling costs is always going to be an issue when examining 
healthcare benefits and  Mattioli Woods is keen to ensure that 
corporate clients receive the very best return on investment for 
their healthcare premiums. However the focus cannot  be just on 
cost. When weighing up the merits of a switch to or starting an 
Open Referral scheme the following need to be reviewed:

• The pay-off between potential savings and restricted choice.

• The quality of Consultants on insurers lists(to be listed and 
available on Open Referral the Consultant must charge fees 
that are within the insurer’s limits).

• Perception of membership; will they feel that their healthcare 
benefit is being downgraded?

Ed Watling
Healthcare Business 
Development Manager

THE UK’S 
PRIVATE 
MEDICAL 
INSURANCE 
OPEN REFERRAL 
QUANDARY


